
Lyrae savors a versed background in management and business administration which attributes to an undeniable set 

of skills, training and certification equating to vast areas of planning and development. For LNEP, negotiating,      

planning and strong interpersonal skills are the strengths and winning solutions exercised through coordinating and      

implementation of countless weddings, fundraisers and social events.  

 

Elating in her journey as a certified wedding planner, while leading with impeccable taste and a keen eye for detail, 

Lyrae relishes in a tenure upwards of twenty years. Her work has gained recognition as an elite wedding consultant in 

addition to her success as a fundraising developer. Her success has been built on listening, where she takes the time 

to fully understand her client’s ideas, preferences and goals. An expert in the art of design, Lyrae Norman Event     

Productions founder has earned a reputation for turning one’s vision into a reality. 

   

Well traveled across the globe, Lyrae has lived abroad in Japan and studies many facets of the Japanese culture 

such as fine dining and festival celebrations. LNEP can create as elaborate as  an intimate beach setting to as unique 

as the day to day fast pace of corporate gatherings. Lyrae and her team of seasoned professionals understands that 

vision is important to every client; therefore client relationships are viewed as collaborative efforts—all of which are 

valued and nurtured in an effort to captivate one’s vision. Thus, making it the central focus of planning and design. 

Lyrae Norman Event Productions, believes that there is a sublime connection between the mastery of details that 

leads to the creation of astonishment.  Defining projects have landed certified wedding planner Lyrae Norman an   

array of deeming opportunities by designing events for the likes of spectacular organizations as the New Orleans 

Jazz and Heritage Festival, Louis Armstrong Summer Jazz Camp, Louisiana Black Caucus’ Jazz Scholarship Brunch 

during Bayou Classic, Xavier University Preparatory high school in conjunction with The Party Café and Events as 

well as Watson Memorial to name a few. 

 

A Lyrae Norman Event Productions experience is believed to be one that ensures every occasion remains a special 

event. More importantly a chance to make great memories. Therefore, no matter what type of event one is planning, 

LNEP can bring your vision to life and guarantee you’ll make a lasting impression on your guests and constituents.  

Lyrae and her team has built a commendable representation by combining the client’s ideas with LNEP’s insight in 

pursuit of developing the perfect event designed, inevitably reflecting each client’s personal style. The design mogul 

has also cornered a niche within the entertainment industry providing the ability to secure various New Orleans’     

musicians for performances at festivals, concerts and conventions amidst the United States and abroad. 

New Orleans native Lyrae Norman-Kinchen 

is an expert in the art of event design and 

remains an intricate creative designer       

reveling as the driving force behind the     

innovative Lyrae Norman Event Productions, 

LLC. As a certified wedding planner she   

supersedes simply by having captivating the 

skill of     design at a young age. Her mother, 

a then floral designer and tailoress was—a 

well known designer of weddings. Mentored 

by her aunt, an accomplished politician who   

exposed Lyrae to her natural talent of public 

service, political campaigning, networking 

and contract negotiating.  


